
Have Your Cat Take the Life Style Quiz
1. How̓s your day going?
A. You can tell what time it is by which window I̓m in.
B. It̓s raining. Open a different door for me so I can 
check the weather on that side of the house.
C. It̓s mousing weather!
D. Been D. Been there, left hair on that.

2. Best place for napping?
A. Clean laundry makes me sleepy.
B. Sunny side of the deck
C. 8th bale in the hay loft
D. Why won̓t that kitten let me sleep? It̓s 2 o̓clock 
in the afternoon!

3. 3. Favorite Hobby?
A. I love delivery drivers. They bring me boxes!
B. Crickets! No, wait, milk rings!
C.  Who has time for hobbies? Oh, wait, does baiting 
little dogs count?
D. I was going to do something, but then I got thirsty.

4. Best way to get exercise?
A. My entiA. My entire collection of toys is under the refrigerator.
B. I brought you a present! 
C. Back later- I̓m on rodent patrol.
D. When did this house get so many steps?

5. Mission Statement:
A. Sit. I want a lap.
B. See the world, but sleep in your own bed.
C. JuC. Just call me the barn supervisor.
D. I know exactly what I like and when I like it.

Did you pick…

Each cat̓s lifestyle results in different exposure to contagious disease and parasites, but every cat needs an annual physical exam as the 
cornerstone of strong medical care. Our Wellness Plans bundles the key services for each lifestyle and adds the convenience of automatic 

billing of the modest monthly fee. Enjoy the security of knowing all your cat̓s physical exams, both well and sick visits, are covered for a year 
and your cat will have permanent identification from the included microchip. Please call us today for complete plan details and fees.

….mostly A? You are a Cosmopolitan, 
living the indoor life.  The germs and para-
sites to which you are exposed are often 
tracked in from the humans or other pets. 
You might need help with getting more ex-
ercise and more mental stimulation. Your 
annual physical will focus on problems like 
dental issues, urinary issues, and heart 

problems.

….mostly B? You are an Adventurer, an in-
door-outdoor cat. You need top-notch pro-
tection against parasites and contagious 
disease, but will likely have fewer behav-
ioral issues and less of a struggle with 
obesity. Your annual exam will also look 

closely at teeth.

…mostly C? You are a Farm Hand- the 
barn cat or outside kitty who needs strong 
protection at a great price. Get 3 or more 
of your buddies together and the vet will 

come visit you, within 15 miles.

….mo….mostly D? You are a Silver cat, 10 years 
or older. Your health care needs are focus-
ing on nutrition and quality of life issues 
such as arthritis, kidney problems, and 
hormonal conditions. Annual blood and 
urine tests can catch these problems early 

at more manageable stages.


